2012, April 5

Mother Sekhmet Thursday Night Call

Opening Remarks:
Song:

D'yanna

Angelsu
Kadosh, kadosh, kadosh

T: Reading that Dick Cheney has a change of heart, and regretted his extensive role in events of 9/11 and
subsequent events
April 1, by Planet Waves
it's a spoof - it outlines all that happened!
Opening Meditation:

Angelsu

Mayan Calendar:

Rainbird

●Thursday – MANIK – 12 – a healing hand; in the wave of CIB, the 12 th tone is crystal clarity – time to
surrender distractions and procrastination
●Friday – LAMAT [Good Friday, Passover, Full moon] – 13; we complete Wave of CIB. Lamat is the
stargate, the illumination of human kinds – good time to surrender self-doubt. A holy energy day
●Saturday – MALUK – a new wave; 1
●Sunday – OC 2 – OC is the dog, unconditional love; 2 is polarity; healing the pain of the past; be in touch
with spirit guides
●Monday – CHEUN - another portal day - 3; balancing work and play – gift of spontaneity
●Tuesday – EB 4 – 4 is measure, crystal clarity of form; EB is yellow human: enlightenment of human kind
●Wed - BEN 5 - Sky walker; warrior aspect; drive to self-illumination; to surrender resistance to fate
●Thursday - 6 IX – the magician, the visionary aspect; clarity of purpose
Housekeeping:
BBS:
T & R:

D'Yanna

Need $350 for last week PLUS $300 for this week There is a Paypal button here
Need $400 for rent; $300 for food, gas, bills
● On the website: www.2013RainbowRoundTable.com There is a Paypal button on this site
and we can write whether it is for BBS or T & R
[Paypal = a 5 day process; US Mail is the same]
●Please notify them if you're sending something:
koran999@comcast.net
●Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders: Ram D Berkowitz
2442 Cerillos Road, # 385
Santa Fe, NM 87505
● Let MariettaRobert know: stargatemarietta@gmail.com [phone # not good]
● 317- 773-0061 if you don't have a computer, call MR and she will help

Phone Numbers:
BBS Toll Free
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Hard News:
R: grateful to be alive at this time
the people have said enough is enough – we
Al Sharpton – Politics Nation: ended his show today: this is about Trayvon Martin: I AM TRAVYON
MARTIN
● Talking heads discussing the de-sensitivation of the population with yet another shooting
● Since Mitch McConnell started the campaign to make Obama a one term president, have been seeing the
the new Jim Crow movement in action
Also the attacks on women – or are they caterpillars?
● The real story is about disclosure: KOS in charge – facets within facets within facets – so complex
Stephanie Miller:
discussing the absolute insanity on the right about gay marriage
● In spite of the darkness and the nasty, ugly stories – BO is turning it around
● Debbie Wasserman Schultz - on Hardball: it's about how Obama is taking us through 2012
the others face oblivion
● We are on the edge of such greatness in terms of first landings
● yet there are wild weavings in between the lines – not everything seems to be as it is!
The 3rd dimension is fading away, and the 5th
T: Tomorrow is LAMUT Stargate – yellow stargate – use the pioneer spirit of this cycle to move beyond
● any dissonances you feel will chain you to your own self doubt
● this is one of many stargates you will see this year
● Every time we take a move into the heart of truth, we have opposite consequences: follow the
yellow brick road!
● The full moon coming tomorrow, as it is Good Friday, moving into Easter
R: talked to Tom the Cat: you know what the Lavender Lad says about Easter: we are in the final, final,
final seconds – won't tell you about the arrests, etc, but it will not happen as you expect it!
● There will maybe be 62 – 64 good members of congress left; 761 resignations and counting!
R: concerning Drake and other pieces of the story: more to it than what is being said and it's not the way
F2 is calling it – F2 not in charge!
● Bernie Sanders said be careful of your ego: the higher they go, the harder they fall
Cathy: it won't be the way you expect it to be: F2 giving us lots of stuff: what do you see – what is the
piece we are not really seeing?
R: the piece he sees that is so different: it goes beyond any form we understand now; we are in a new way
of viewing ourselves and the rest of the universe in continuity as part of the whole: beyond race,
gender, etc –
● I am a ball of light, you are a ball of light; we come together in the unity of all creation for
the good of all concerned
Cathy: a vibrational shift, which will be the higher loving energy which will be a shock even to those
who are expecting something, and harder even for the others
● We have pre-conceived ideas and stereotypes, down to the nano second – we have to BE LOVE
NOW
T: the racist chip, a pre-meditated state of affairs,has been spliced into religion and political extremities
Cathy: won't the negativity disappear and people feel so much better after all the changes to the physical
world around us is seen and noticed?
T: she watches a lot of stuff every day, Journal, Mosaic, Al Jazeera, etc – the focus is what the people
are doing about it which can include anger, as in . . .
● like a 77 year old man who took his own life because his pension was stripped! Greece – did it in
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front of parliament! Left a suicide letter ● Paulson, Cheney, Bush, all of them – sucked up trillions of made-up money from all over the
world – a master plan
R: the whistle blowers are saying there will be a BIG CORRECTION in the world's economy NOW
● We are being asked to do this now: there is no waiting – there will be a stroke of lightening and
you will have to get used to a different kind of reality: your neighbours might not be who
you think they are
Cathy: what do you mean?
R: have you seen “Alien Nation”, late '90s, early 2000s - a movie about an alien cop and a human cop in LA –
● how do we integrate another culture which we know nothing about
● this is the place where your neighbours are going to be a little different! They are already here
and walk amongst us!
T: nothing left to do but arrest the dark ones
● Thom Hartmann spoke of the Republican xenophobic face of the Supreme Court
● the court ordered a letter from the Pres / DOJ over BO's comments about the supreme court in
a speech this week – the letter was sent
● a major coup d'etat going on now behind the scenes
Cathy: they are pushing for the election in Nov; remember that T& R were saying the military would back
Obama a while ago, and were pro-Obama – will all this happen before November?
R: it has been ordained that he will walk us through 2012: Romney is a distraction: about the talking snake
- and Lillith and Adam and Eve getting kicked out of the garden
● goes back to why these ones have been in Iraq for 10 years building largest base on the planet
● Bob Dean hinted about this: a payment of gold – to whom? The Annunaki
● there are rumours going to highest level about the 13 families who promised to make a payment
of gold to the Annunaki when they landed this year, 2012
● he has also heard from others, including KOS, there are certain members of the 13 families, the
elder dragons, who have lined up with the white dragon society & have said: you get jack,
you're going to Dracos to pay for inter galactic war crimes
● This is the story underlining what all that is being said, yet there are people will little pieces of
the story: the 13 families gave a promissory note to the Annuanki and they will get nothing, and
they are enraged: Mother is here, and so is Ashtar
● They are shite out of luck, distracting us with Trayvon Martin; shooting of Chamberlain in NY,
Mitt Romney handing out sandwiches, war on women – how bad this has gotten in terms of the
absolute collapse of the republican party – all they have is the fear card
● they want to play with their final card – Project Blue Beam; KOS said it's cancelled
● R expects good things this weekend, yet can't put finger on any one thing
T: Hillary is in the news – Myanmar has a military backed gov't, yet the gov't introducing new currency ● The currency has been radically de-valued to line up with the black market
● Burma's economy is blighted after years of military
Cathy: we know dinar is mixed into all the currency being re-valued
the currency will be levelled between countries and currencies
T: there will be a basket of currencies, US dollar is only one
R: as things re-set, he thinks it will be one for one
T: there are big deal things going on in terms of galactic and global things that need to be in our everyday
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news, but haven't been – like anti gravity
R: doesn't use wheels, or pieces of metal that fall apart – it's about frequencies
Cathy: if what you say is true, who will work for the water company, the sewer co etc
● She thinks we will have new technologies to offer a new way to handle these systems
T: Reads: Drought not often associated with England – yet last year one of driest in nearly a century
● water levels so low, residents not allowed water to wash car, water gardens, fill pools
● Affecting all of England
Cathy: How does this affect daily life, the whole system shifts: will technologies take these tasks on?
T: will have to be the “galactic fix”: they have been manipulating the weather across the planet and
caused disturbances in the force that they don't know how to reverse
R: This is where Ashtar and other team members come in; people who talk about this beings are often
considered for lock up and treatment!
T: Thom H was asking about how far ahead are we thinking:
R: This brings in Thrive, and the torus and how we begin to think a different way about how we
interact with the universe and each other each other
Cathy: MOVIE NOW FREE ON LINE: WWW.THRIVEMOVEMENT.COM/THE _MOVIE
GETS US TO THE INSTANTLY FREE MOVIE
R: The movie is a key to how we move from carbon-based life forms to crystalline life bodies
Caller: during ascension, do we know if firearms will be gone or what will happen?
R: as our brothers and sisters land, nothing will work – tanks, missiles, guns, planes, whatever – and they
have already done this: see the videos about ships getting close to missile silos!
Caller: hopes it will be soon before the whole population is wiped out!
Caller: welcome to all around the world, and thanks to all involved in the call
● Pres Obama giving various hints – even Dylan Rattigan in last few minutes was naming things off
● What is the status in terms of the mass media?
Cathy: once control of that is gone we know it's over
R: Ed Schultz every single day from 10-1; he is saying it like it is
● interviewed John Nichol: Scott Walker will go to jail for a long long time
● about the 911 call – it was Trayvon screaming, not Zimmerman
● Van Jones was on, too – it is not safe for Trayvon's mother or others to walk on the streets
when Zimmerman walks free – it's about Jim Crow
Stephanie Miller: they understand the role of the media, and how do we begin to disclose about
our friends from so far across the universe
● they are already doing some dismantling: we might see Rachel, Laurence or whomever discussing
how things will go
● the world's economy is hanging on a thread
● Did you know that in the last week, if you get arrested, you get strip searched, no questions asked
● story of the man who paid a ticket and it was not registered; police did not believe in spite of
the receipts etc – strip searched twice, kept away from family for 6 days!!
T: Michael Bloomberg is member of 300, and this happened on his turf: will lose all his money, and his life
force is in question
C: once media go, things will really change
● CurrentTV and MSNBC have ads for Plough International; and talking of Maitreya's star ship
● Glad R asked KOS about Project Blue Beam – which won't happen
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T: all the structures have been updated: all the members of Committee of 300 have been updated
● Noor's son is on the list; Prince Wm too
● Prince William passed crown on to Harry behind the scenes; it has to do with exposing Queen
Lizzie
● has to do with the true lineage of the Merovingian people who are the descendents of
Jeshu and Magdalene
● Why did William give crown to his brother who is a different blood line – Harry is of the
blood line; William is not
● Lady Di and Dodi will be back
● this is about a galactic civilization, with no borders and we are a unified people
He married a beautiful lady who is commoner
Cathy: many of us relate to Ashtar, read something that just floored her:
● Greg Giles – any one who says they are channelling Ashtar are lying
R: there are moles within the skunk works – infiltration + a level of ignorance is a bad combo!
●his gut feeling tells him & he has been on many ships over eons & when someone speaks to me in
that manner – maybe relocate me, move me as things shift- this is not coming from a place that is
Ashtar!
C: we thank him for saying what he said – now I know not to listen to you!
T: this is an old war: used to be fighting between Sirians and Pleiadians
● since 1987, the 4th dimension has been right here with the 3rd , right in our face – facing the
demon of not allowing your naughty children to run around & make havoc – love them all the more,
and teach them how to love
Caller: have you heard of BRICS? He has just reviewed some current intel about Ben
● a new financial system is in place – it is not BRICS. Not even Ben Fulford knows about it
● The final solution will be revealed soon and no one knows anything about it
R: thinks it's connected to galactics and St. Germain – doesn't think that Ben F and others know about it
Caller: will it be physical currency or some other form? The writer mentioned the replicators in
conjunction with the currencies too Cathy: don't worry about one person says; it will be for the good of all in the end;
● we are learning about more discernment
Caller: the article ended on the note: spend your time raising your vibrational frequency and you will come
into alignment with your true path
R: To Kill a Mockingbird – a movie screened at the White House last night
● beginning of civil rights movement: a white lawyer defending a black person who
didn't to it - Gregory Peck played the lawyer, Atticus Finch
● Van Jones brought up the beer fest yesterday; when Obama had the beer fest and sitting with
a cop who had racial issues with black people
D'Yanna: saw it last night on TCM – a man charged with raping a white woman in deep south
● Alabama; through the eyes of lawyer's child, Scout
● Harper Lee, author, lived in the south - got the Pulitzer Prize
● at the end of the movie, Gregory Peck loses and the man is hung; as he leaves the court house, all
the black people stand to honour this man as he walks out
● Worthwhile watching it
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Cathy: will be having Damian Brinkley on next week or after that
Mother:
Greetings in the Office of the Christ and only in the office of the Christ; we invoke the loving energies of
St. Germain and the Violet Flame
T: . . . what's needed to stop the pain, the suffering, the hunger – thank you for coming
Greetings, Children of Ra:
● as we approach this time when you speak and walk with he who was here as the Admiral in Charge
● this little path of the story that has everything to do with ancient city called Jerusalem, and the AlAqsa Mosque, time the dome of the Rock was returned to the Islam people
● Original Moabite people, and Kennet the black land, where it all began – it is all returning, this is the
issue in the forefront which has to do with 2012 – biggest story: the black man in the white
house: unprecedented, not an accident, has been ordained
● Mike Papentoneio sat in for Ed Schultz two days ago: began by reading The Keys of Enoch and talking of
the returning of the New Jerusalem & what is to occur
● all is dissolving into one nano second – has all to do with this man who humbly opens his house to show
the movie, to kill a mocking bird – this story has all to do with this time on the planet, your holy
week
● would be most auspicious to honour these ones who are speaking the words for healing the relationships
between Palestine and the rest of the people – has always been a one state story –
● story is more than just about the Khazars who are playing a dangerous game with the state of Palestine:
it will be accepted as a state; what has occurred in Gaza, Ramallah – justice will be served.
● She brings it up because it has to do with the holy time on the planet: Iran has nothing to do with
the story in terms of terrorism, but all to do with the Khazars, the end of an very ancient story
● The talking snake in the garden: has to do with our children and how they have taken us to the place
where things are convoluted and confusing for most people on the planet
● She is here to straighten out issues with our wayward children: they have a lot to do with things - the
piece that has been missing – it's about the One State solution – the people of Palestine are of the
ancient fathers and the goddess that walked the lands of the 13 tribes; has to do with the story
of the 13 constellations – now it has come full circle
● This Easter is most auspicious with this full moon; Mercury has gone direct in the last day; things are
looking up, yet it is about the one State solution
● The Khazars, the Moussed and our ABC agencies did 9/11!
[9:11 where Mother is!]
Cathy: when you say Khazars, do you also mean Czars?
Mo: We are talking about the Khazarian Bolshevik Zionists
T: The ones in Israel are all Khazars, yet the people don't know that, though people are aware of the
dissension & confusion all round
Mo: It is a huge deal and the stories that are happening across the planet about transformation &
transfiguration in each of our lives is magnificent to behold, yet our every day news is not news –
it's infotainment – that is what FOX News is!
● Call up your satellite provider and take GOP off my line up – soon will see Bill Ayers, Rupert
Murdoch arrested – James Murdoch has stepped down
Cathy: Why did he step down?
MO: stepped down because he is about to be implicated and arraigned for unlawful wire tapping – hacking
into phone messages of Prince William, Prince Harry, David Cameron etc – it's an atmosphere of
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mischief – whether it is in Britain or the US, when standing armies are around doing nothing: two
preemptive war based based on a pack of lies, as George Galloway said it
● Why are Karl Rove, George Bush still breathing: Cheney not long for this world
● Every one is in place who needs to be in place to restore this ship of state to a republic as you
can keep it – we are at the 98% mark, as she said last week
Cathy: where is your focus, Mother, in this late hour?
Mo: in this hour, approaching midnight, we are wearing our apron, our chef's hat, all 4 burners on, it's as
hot as Hades in the kitchen, all ready for the BBQ, yet how we do it with love.
C: what are you doing? Just showing up and scaring people??
Mo: Her focus of influence is working with the people of Iraq, Iran, Syria, Lebanon, Palestine, Israel, the
Middle East region where it all began – we are returning there ● As we approach 2012, we are seeing shift of the ages and returning this planet back to beauty,
joy, happiness
Cathy: as we approach 2012, and can get our bodies healed and so on, what will happen to the people in
Iraq who have lost limbs, etc – will they have to live like that for the rest of their lives to
complete karma?
MO: We have technologies that will clean up depleted uranium in the soil and the body
● have technologies to line up the body to the etheric blue print as per Metatron – all will be
restored to perfection
● As the cabals are rounded up and dealt with, we can bring these things on line
● Prince William will testify against the 13 families as witness to the atrocities: he has seen the
granny, the Red Queen, & all that they do
Cathy: he's a young, mature, grounded person – he lives amongst the dragons and he knows they are guilty
of killing his mother – how does he reconcile and still love them; much inner resolve and outward
calm to do this
Mo: in the small quiet moments of their lives, they know who and what we represent, and we have already
received the wisdom to them of how this is going to be orchestrated
● this is going to happen, down to the nano second as Drake has said , yet there are still pieces
that even these ones don't have all the awareness about
● It is the hand of divinity guiding this
Cathy: He has his father, his grandmother, they are intelligent cunning people, how come they don't do
harm to him: he knows who they are & they certainly know what he knows
T: Charles was killed and cloned a long time ago, and QE2 was cloned in 2008
Mo: Harry, William and Catherine are protected; otherwise they would not be here!
Cathy: so he knows they are clones, otherwise he would be in deep shit, as they eat their own!
● Has just seen a little video about Harry and polo: there was an accident and Harry was the first
one off his horse to give first aid
Mo: These ones care more for their own than their relatives care for them; it is the best of time, worst
of times – these ones want to take us back to 1880s Cathy: they almost won the game or so it felt!
Mo: Paul Ryan has planned for vouchers – if not enough money in the voucher, hurry up and die!
Cathy: likes best that the FEMA camps will be used for the perpetrators – will get just desserts
Mo: no exterminations down there; they will go to the Hague; wait in the camps with shoe on other foot.
● This is about the people who have asked and say “Bless us each and every one” - this is what this
is about, even for these ones who would wish you harm
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Cathy: every week, we get another piece of info from you – our joy to be updated, to have our thoughts
and feelings sorted out - what should we be aware of this coming week?
● We're closing in on the end game – what will we be seeing?
Mo: this Easter is a bit different than any other time on the planet
● we are in the final few seconds of how an entire transformation in a universe is occurring
● enough is enough - the critical mass has been met: tipping point is here for the 99%, moving to
100% ; the 1% will simply step in line as they disappear – in that moment, We Are All One
● A most auspicious magnificent time to be here, this particular Easter with the full moon with
what is happening here in terms of the people getting a different change, a different point of
view, of how the lay of the land has been [changed?]
Caller: asking about the amount of time to finish the arrests; that there will 72 hours or 30 days when
we need food supplies – she feels it will be a shorter time
Mo: there are quite a few misconstrued concepts about how things are going to be done
● if there are any interruptions in the process, it will be for these ones to find out what it is like
to pump gas, maybe actually live without a credit card or money, maybe see Rupert Murdoch,
Warren Buffet pan handling – they are being striped of everything, including possibly their life
force
● their crystalline life force / essence will be re-cycled into new material for what they have done
on this life force; they have forfeited their life forces for what they have done on this planet
● Since the time when the ancient city of Ur began the experiments of genetic manipulation and
breeding - 65 Million years ago - the story of the Abrahamic murderer, rapist – the Abrahamic law
- this is about slavery, the oppression of the goddess – It will not longer stand
Cathy: Mother is saying that those who have had so much, will have so little, yet the rest of us go through
the process – what do you say to that process re: stocking up, long, short disruptions, etc
Mo: they would like to pull off accidents, scenarios, trip wires along the way and pull us into the black hole
with them – this will not happen
● There are fail safes in place by the white knights, the Sovereign World Militia forces, and the
galactics - that as we see 10,000 banksters disappear, 100,000 light workers step up
Cathy: so we don't need to worry about water, supplies
Mo: knows there is a bit of fear here – there is a reality in which it is a good idea to have water and
supplies – especially T & R who are at the razor's edge all the time
● don't go to outrageous extremes as Glen Beck, Alex Jones selling survival rations on the TV
T: stay connected to your communities, your farmers market
Cathy: in other words, have some kind of back-up but don't go nuts over it
Caller: a couple of days?
T: just a little extra so can help someone else
Mo: tremendous amount of fear across the internet & in the light communities – it creates one-up-man
ship, not continuity
● a movie Children of a Lesser God with Michael Cain – shows what happens when a civilization
erodes & bureaucrats become thugs – this is what is occurring!
● Karl Rove called Obama a thug today!!! [pot calling kettle black]
Caller: has heard that gov't has come up with new weapons that can dissipate people – will you please
dissipate the energies from those things so they can't be used on Occupy groups?
Mo: there have been many technologies that have been portrayed across the planet
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● the understanding about ABC agencies who have created technologies out of necessity to
understand the greater good for all
● yet those in the skunk works with insidious minds are aligned with Jehovah, Lilith, Lucifer –
those technologies have come from these minds to get rid of useless eaters, great unwashed
● This is the place where Al Sharpton says every day: it's not about picking up a baseball bat to
seek revenge for Trayvon, but doing this peacefully with the proper dignity for what has happened
here – a whole group called the Moabite Nation
● 520 years has been written out of our story, and if it is restored, will fill in the blanks
● Goes back to Black is Beautiful and that is the issue at hand
Caller: her grandson was in Afghanistan; injured quite severely – has PDSD and other things - will Mother
send a wave of healing to those who were injured, killed, and to the people as well
Mo: Indeed, commander – does much toning!
Caller: thank you for your kindness!
Caller: he just found the station; he's a bone marrow recipient from 2012 & is disabled
● had some experiences since his transplant and knows something is happening
● trying to warn family and friends, they think he's crazy, but his soul, spirit is telling him
● he's trying to raise his frequencies – praying for ascension – what is timing for this?
Mo: the time is now in this moment; this is the moment, this is the time, this is the place
● you are called to active duty here in this moment, this timespace continuum that turns all
timelines back to one of pristine beauty, joy, ecstasy - Welcome aboard. Commander!
● with the technologies being brought forth, you will be running again
T: the Easter time and the Christmas time; these are the times when hedge funds are shut down for a
couple of weeks; when it gets shut down this time, it will be the final time!
Mo: witnessing it in terms of the fiasco going on now
Caller: since he was 7 years old, has known something was wrong – has asked to be taken away – he had a
choice to be here in a previous life, maybe trying to renege on this – thoughts?
Mo: you would not be here talking to us, if you were not ready to do the mission, sir!
T: no one can stay here who is following the path of non-love
Mo: we do this mission together – we came here to shine a light together
Caller: feels good talking to people who think like he does – feels alone, not connected
Mo: you have 7 billion souls who are with you, sir
● this is what the whistle blowers talk about every single day; those coming together after they
come back from war say that we [Mother, Tara, Rama] are dealing with the truth:
Caller: in a previous life, was a missile launch officer for USA; was also a banker with Merrill Lynch &
others; he hated all the positions he has held though he does believe in military service if it aids
man in some way, shape or form – in his heart, not violent
Mo: parting thoughts
David, we thank you for your service; your friends that may have disappeared, everybody will be back!
Enshallah! Greetings in the light of the most radiant one
Cathy:
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